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Quarterly Issues Report  
Connecticut Public Broadcasting Network 
April 1, 2019 - June 30, 2019 
 
ARTS  
The 2019 Song of the Summer is…  
6/27/2019 1:00PM 49 minutes  
It's SUMMER! And every year around this time, we gather up a few music mavens who help us 
analyze and celebrate the kind of music that gets us dancing and singing as soon as it comes 
on the radio. 

 
POLITICS 
The Wheelhouse: Wiring Cities to be Economic Engines and Legislating on the Down-
Low 
6/19/2019 9:00AM  49 minutes  
If large corporations, like United Technologies, are increasingly eyeing urban hubs for future 
growth, what are we doing to put our cities at the cusp of that trend? Or more likely, what aren't 
we doing as a state? This week, we take stock of what cities such as Hartford, New Haven, and 
Bridgeport have to offer CEOs looking to relocate their companies, and where they fall short.  
 
 
ENVIRONMENT 
What’s the Significance of Connecticut’s New Commitment to Offshore Wind? 
6/11/2019 9:00AM 49 minutes 
This hour we take a look at some of the environmental bills the Connecticut General Assembly 
passed this legislative session, including a new commitment to offshore wind power. We learn 
what this renewable energy source means for the state’s power grid—and its economy. 
 
 
HEALTH  
Urban Gun Violence is a Problem. What are the Solutions?  
6/18/2019 9:00AM 49 minutes  
In 2017, nearly 40,000 people died from gun violence in the U.S. according to the CDC. 
Aswad Thomas is a survivor. A victim of a Hartford shooting outside a convenience store in 
2009. He is also one of the people featured in the documentary The Sweetest Land, which looks 
at the epidemic of gun violence in the city of Hartford. 
This hour, Thomas joins us along with the documentary’s director. What steps can local 
policymakers and public health take to effectively address gun violence? We take a closer look 
and we want to hear from you. 
 
 
BUSINESS  
Decoding Artificial Intelligence  
4/30/2019 9:00AM 49 minutes 
Sometimes new technology, like the iPhone, comes to us in flashy, attention-grabbing 
presentations. But other times, it creeps up and changes our world... without us noticing! 

https://www.courant.com/opinion/op-ed/hc-op-rennie-utc-education-politics-0616-20190613-jn63oxhicrf4nhggl2vmz5fse4-story.html
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One technology that’s made its way into the headlines is artificial intelligence (AI). For some, 
those two words might stir up images of Ultron or HAL 9000. But AI's role goes well beyond 
movies or books. In fact, it's been in the real world for decades. And it's becoming more and 
more prevalent in our daily lives. 
 
HISTORY  
Women Buried in the Footnotes of Scientific Discovery  
4/10/2019 1:00PM 49 minutes  
Women scientists and inventors have been making ground-breaking discoveries since Agnodike 
pretended to be a man in order to become the first female anatomist in ancient Greece. Yet, 
women's scientific contributions have historically been hidden in the footnotes of the work men 
claimed as their own. 
 
 
SCIENCE/TECH  
How Do Pro Runners Run So Fast?  
4/26/2019 9:00AM  49 minutes 
Have you ever watched footage of Usain Bolt with a stupefied look on your face, wondering how 
one man could run... so fast? You're not alone. This hour, we consider the science behind high-
speed running with a researcher at Southern Methodist University. 
 
 
EDUCATION 
Adult Literacy is a Real Problem. How Do We Fix It?  
4/15/2019 9:00AM 49 minutes  
Literacy. It's something many of us take for granted. The ability to read health forms, headlines, 
or the latest bestsellers. Yet, across the U.S., there are millions of adults who have difficulty 
reading. This hour, we find out why. We talk with literacy experts and advocates, and we also 
hear from you. 
 
 
RACE  
Connecticut Actress Takes Audiences on “A Journey” Through Black History  
5/23/2019 9:00AM 49 minutes  
Maya Angelou, Harriet Tubman, Rosa Parks. These are three of the eight Black women whose 
experiences are recounted in Kimberly Wilson’s “A JOURNEY: Musical One-Woman Show”. 
This hour, Wilson, a Westport, Connecticut resident, joins us to talk about her experience writing 
and performing the show.  
 
 
RELIGION  
In Midst of Holy Month, Reckoning with New Haven Mosque Arson  
5/17/2019 9:00AM 49 minutes  
Investigators say that a devastating fire at the Diyanet Mosque in New Haven was the result of 
arson. This hour, we hear reaction from members of that mosque community. 
This fire took place during  Ramadan, a holy month of fasting that Muslims around the world are 
observing. Later, we talk with Connecticut Muslims about how they celebrate this religious 
tradition. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hI9GyhX7yHM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UgkyrW2NiwM
http://nautil.us/blog/its-time-these-ancient-women-scientists-get-their-due
http://usainbolt.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Swm-lQWHOqU
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